Augustus: Son of Caesar (Augustus series)

Rome 44 BC. Caesar is dead - murdered by Marcus Brutus and his fellow conspirators. Mark
Antony now holds power in Rome, through his position as consul and the legions under his
command. Brutus has fled the capital, along with Cassius Longinus. Cicero is a shadow of the
force he once was. The Senate are unable or unwilling to oppose Antony but Octavius,
Caesars heir, is daring to defy Romes new dictator. Octavius - along with Marcus Agrippa and
the centurion Lucius Oppius - must first negotiate the treacherous politics of the capital and
then recruit an army, in order to defeat their enemies. War is inevitable. The fate of Rome will
be decided on the battlefield rather than in the Forum. Caesar is dead. Long live Caesar.
Augustus: Son of Caesar is the sequel to the bestselling historical novel Augustus: Son of
Rome. Richard Foreman again assembles a cast of characters from history to produce a story
full of insight, action and wit. A must-read for fans of Conn Iggulden, Simon Scarrow, Ben
Kane and Plutarch. Richard Foremans books have been widely praised. Praise for Augustus:
Son of Rome Augustus: Son of Rome forges action and adventure with politics and
philosophy. This superb story is drenched in both blood and wisdom - and puts Foreman on
the map as the coming man of historical fiction. - Saul David, Author of the Zulu Hart series.
Praise for Raffles: The Complete Innings “Classy, humorous and surprisingly touching tales
of cricket, friendship and crime.” - David Blackburn, The Spectator. Richard Foreman is the
author of numerous best-selling books, including Augustus: Son of Rome and the Sword of
Rome and Sword of Empire series of historical novellas. He is also the author of Warsaw, a
literary novel set during the Second World War. He lives in London. You can find him
tweeting at @rforemanauthor. Endeavour Press is the UKs leading independent digital
publisher. For more information on our titles please sign up to our newsletter at
www.endeavourpress.com. Each week you will receive updates on free and discounted
ebooks. Follow us on Twitter: @EndeavourPress and on Facebook via
http://on.fb.me/1HweQV7. We are always interested in hearing from our readers. Endeavour
Press believes that the future is now.
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: Augustus: Son of Rome (Augustus series Book 1 Augustus (Octavian), the first Roman
Emperor of the Principate Era whose ascension ended republic rule at Rome. Roman Emperors
were rulers of the Roman Empire, wielding power over its citizens and .. Son of Constantine I
succeeded as joint Augustus with his brothers Constantine II and Constantius II, May 22, 337
AD Images for Augustus: Son of Caesar (Augustus series) Augustus: Son of Caesar:
Richard Foreman - Son of Caesar (Augustus, book 2) by Richard Foreman - book cover,
description, publication history. Caesar. (2015) (The second book in the Augustus series) The
Timeline of the Life of Octavian, Caesar Augustus Find helpful customer reviews and
review ratings for Augustus: Son of Caesar (Augustus series Book 2) at . Read honest and
unbiased product Augustus: Son of Rome: Richard Foreman: 9781479224524 Augustus
Caesar (63 BCE – 14 CE) was the name of the first (and, by all accounts, The will gave away
Roman territories to Antonys sons and contained Augustus - Wikipedia Augustus: Son of
Caesar (Augustus series Book 2) (English Edition) eBook: Richard Foreman: : Kindle-Shop.
Augustus: Son of Caesar (Augustus series Book 2) (English Edition Augustus: Son of
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Rome tells the story of the assassination of Julius Caesar and the .. to historical figures who
before had just been a series of facts on a page. Augustus: Son of Caesar (Augustus #2) by
Richard Foreman The future emperor Augustus was born into an equestrian family as Gaius
During the summer of 44 BC the senates leader, Cicero, delivered a series of Octavian being
the adoptive son of Caesar, he in essence ordered the death of his Customer Reviews:
Augustus: Son of Caesar (Augustus series Book 2) Roman religion had many gods and
spirits and Augustus was keen to join their If Caesar was a god then, as his heir, Augustus was
the son of a god and he Augustus: Son of Caesar: : Richard Foreman Imperium: Augustus
is a 2003 joint British-Italian production, and part of the Imperium series. It tells of the life
story of Octavian and how he became Augustus. Octavian - Augustus - The Roman Empire
Augustus was the founder of the Roman Principate and considered the first Roman emperor,
He was succeeded as Emperor by his adopted son (also stepson and former son-in-law)
Tiberius. line over the Claudian might have afforded Tiberius sufficient cause to show open
disdain for Augustus after the latters death Julius Caesar - Wikipedia The Roman emperor
was the ruler of the Roman Empire during the imperial period (starting in . Julius Caesar, and
then Augustus after him, accumulated offices and titles of In his will, Caesar appointed his
adopted son Octavian as his heir. . Gaul and Hispania and a series of military coup detat which
drove Emperor Augustus - PBS Claudius was Roman emperor from 41 to 54. A member of
the Julio-Claudian dynasty, he was the son of Drusus and . Augustus, according to a letter, was
surprised at the clarity of Claudius oratory. Expectations They reached back to Claudius in
contrast with Nero, to show that they were good associated with good. Augustus: Son of
Rome tells the story of the assassination of Julius Caesar and Augustus: Son of Rome
(Augustus series Book 1) and over one million other Gaius Caesar - Wikipedia Emperor
Augustus. During the summer of 44 BC the senates leader, Cicero, delivered a series of .
Augustus adopted the sons Gaius and Lucius as his own. The Timeline of the Life of
Octavian, Caesar Augustus Jul 5, 2004 On 15 March, 44 BC C. Julius Caesar, dictator for
life, was surrounded by the C. Octavius (later Augustus) was born on 23 September, 63 BC,
the son of a man from Velitrae who 8.1) presents a more likely series of events. : Augustus:
Son of Caesar (Augustus series Book 2 Son of Caesar (Augustus, book 2) by Richard
Foreman Augustus: Son of Caesar (Augustus series Book 2) and over one million other . and
the Sword of Rome and Sword of Empire series of historical novellas. Gaius Octavian (Rome
character) - Wikipedia Gaius Caesar (20 BC – 21 February AD 4), formally Gaius Julius
Caesar was the adopted son and heir of Augustus along with his brother Lucius. It was
intended that they rule the Roman Empire together. Gaius was born the son of Augustus
trusted friend and general, Marcus .. Gaius was played by Earl Rhodes in the 1976 TV series I,
Claudius. Augustus: Son of Rome (Augustus #1) by Richard Foreman Augustus: Son of
Caesar [Richard Foreman] on . Start reading Augustus: Son of Caesar (Augustus series Book
2) on your Kindle in under a Tiberius - Wikipedia Gaius Octavian is a character in the
HBO/BBC2 original television series Rome, played by Max . The future Augustus was born
Gaius Octavius in 63 BC, son of the elder Gaius Octavius, a Senator of obscure provincial
origins, and Atia, niece Roman Emperor - Wikipedia Augustus has 53 ratings and 4
reviews. Wanderval said: Augustus by Garrett G FaganAs I read this story my heart
Augustus: Son of Caesar (Augustus #2) .. of Rome series of novellas which follow Julius
Caesar and his centurion Lucius Emperor Augustus - The Roman Empire Dec 25, 2016
Augustus, also called Augustus Caesar or (until 27 bce) Octavian, Returning to Italy, he was
told that Caesar in his will had adopted him as his son and . From this point on, by a long and
gradual series of tentative, patient Emperor Claudius - Wikipedia Editorial Reviews. About
the Author. Richard Foreman is the author of numerous bestselling Augustus: Son of Caesar
(Augustus series Book 2). Richard Roman emperor - Wikipedia Buy Augustus: Son of
Caesar by Richard Foreman (ISBN: 9781514119990) Augustus: Son of Rome (Augustus
Series) by Richard Foreman Paperback ?7.99. Augustus: Son of Rome (Augustus Series):
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Richard Foreman While there he learned of the assassination of Julius Caesar. Octavius
returned to Rome and found that Caesars will made him Caesars adopted son and heir
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